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LOCAL

King's lawsuit, filed in federal court, blamed Officers Joshua Stewart

and Sundiata Bronson as the instigators of the violence.Sundiata Brons

Mpls. pays $122k in police misconduct case.

ID=74032348MINNEAPOLIS - The details to Zach King are still clear.

"I got to about right here and he was at the alley," King said. "As I'm walking, he's like, 'hey you,

what's that bulge under your shirt?' And I just stopped like this and said, 'I have a permit and

this is my gun.'" King says he wishes he could forget what happened next.

"He just grabbed me and slammed me up against the wall right here, had me against my neck

squeezing my neck," King said.

On June 18, 2012, King was leaving a club in downtown Minneapolis at 2:30 a.m.

He was armed. Legally. Carrying his Minnesota permit. But his interaction with a group of

Minneapolis police officers left him battered and bloody.

"Grabbed me, slammed me on my face. Start banging my head into the concrete. Officer

Bronson -- he's punching me with a closed fist like ten times in the face," King said.

Mpls. pays $122k in latest police
misconduct case
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King's lawsuit, filed in federal court, blamed Officers Joshua Stewart and Sundiata Bronson asSundiata Brons

the instigators of the violence.

In the lawsuit, King claimed after the officers found his gun permit and stopped beating him,

they took him to the hospital in handcuffs and tried to prevent doctors from taking

photographs.

"And I was like no. I want my own pictures for my own records," King said.

Police charged King with a crime that was later dismissed.

This wasn't the first time Officer Sundiata Bronson was accused of brutality.Sundiata Brons

In just the last two years, the city has settled six of Bronson's seven lawsuits, including, last

week, the one filed by King for $122,000. The grand pay-out total for the six suits was

$520,770. One case is still pending.

"What it tells me is that officer Bronson had an issue with use of force. And I think it should have

been addressed," said Zorislav Leyderman, King's attorney.

But the head of the police union has a different take.

"Your officers that are in high crime areas, that are taking police action, are going to be sued as

opposed to ones that are not engaging," said Lt. Bob Kroll, the union president.

Kroll says the officers described the interaction with King quite differently.

"He was looking for trouble," Kroll said. "The guy never told him he had a permit to carry until

he was in handcuffs."

Regardless, the city attorney decided to settle King's case rather than fight it in court.

Officer Bronson resigned from the Minneapolis Police Department last year, according to the

union and an MPD spokesman.

DEATH OF GEORGE FLOYD

The judge has said he'll rule Friday on some key issues, including the

looming question of whether he'll move the trial or delay it.

Live: Jury selection resumes in
Derek Chauvin trial with 9 seated, 5
to go

https://www.kare11.com/section/george-floyd
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MINNEAPOLIS — Thursday, March 18

Jury selection resumes Thursday

Two seated jurors were dismissed Wednesday morning after saying the civil settlement

with George Floyd's family influenced their impartiality

Judge gives defense three more peremptory strikes, state one more

Eighth and ninth jurors seated Wednesday afternoon

Judge to make decision on whether to delay or move trial on Friday

Court proceedings resume at the Hennepin County Courthouse Thursday morning with a

changed jury. 

On Wednesday, the jurors seated prior to the March 12 announcement of a civil settlement

between George Floyd's family and the city of Minneapolis were called back for further

questioning from Judge Peter Cahill. 

The judge dismissed two people who said they could no longer be impartial. Later Wednesday,

two more jurors were added to the panel. The day ended with the same number of jurors

seated that morning: Nine.

Thursday, the judge heard arguments about allowing a 2019 arrest of George Floyd into the

trial, and about one of the state's expert witnesses, forensic psychiatrist Dr. Sarah Vinson.

Friday is expected to be a big day of decisions in the trial. The judge said he plans to rule then

on the arrest evidence, Dr. Vinson's testimony, and on the defense request to delay and move

the trial due to pretrial publicity.

RELATED: Judge to consider request to delay trial over news of Floyd family civil settlement

Author: Emily Haavik, Diane Sandberg (KARE11), Lou Raguse

Published: 5:06 AM CDT March 18, 2021

Updated: 10:23 AM CDT March 18, 2021
 

Lou Raguse
@LouRaguse

The search for 5 more jurors begins today in the Derek Chauvin 
trial. We expect legal arguments first regarding a prosecution 
witness, a forensic psychiatrist, Dr. Sarah Vinson from Georgia. 
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10:15 a.m.

Judge Peter Cahill told the attorneys Thursday morning that he will not release jurors identities

until he deems it is safe to do so.

"As you all know, judges are very protective of their jurors," he said. "When I feel it is safe for the

jurors, I will release their information. Not before."

Cahill told the attorneys that they can communicate that point to prospective jurors.

The state used its sixth peremptory strike Thursday morning, and has four remaining. The

defense has six strikes remaining.

Those strikes can be used to remove a juror who is not dismissed for a specific cause by the

judge.

9:15 a.m.

The first potential juror to be questioned Thursday, #86, said she had learned about the civil

settlement and it "somewhat" moved her. However, she said her feelings were still "around the

same," and that she had already been leaning toward the state's case and away from Chauvin's

side.

Search for Chauvin trial jurors continues Thursday after 2 dismissed, 2…
When seven previously seated jurors were called back on Wednesday, 
two said their opinions on the trial were affected by the news of a …
kare11.com
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· Mar 18, 2021Lou Raguse @LouRaguse

Replying to @LouRaguse

Reaction to son going to a protest? 

87: He was on the 35w bridge when the truck came through, so I 
was very frightened when he called and told me that. 

Were you upset with him for attending protest in the first place? 

I was upset about the truck incident, concerned for safety

Lou Raguse
@LouRaguse

The state is using one of its peremptory strikes to excuse 
Juror #87. It was their sixth strike. After Judge Cahill gave 
them an extra one yesterday, they have four left. 

I believe the defense has six strikes left.
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She told the judge regarding media coverage of the case, "It's constantly there and it's tough to

avoid it."

The judge excused her from the panel.

The civil settlement is the key issue in the defense request to move or delay the trial, for fear

that the widespread news could taint the jury pool. The judge has said he'll rule on those

requests on Friday.

8:40 a.m.

Court proceedings Thursday morning began with the defense and prosecution presenting

arguments to the judge over an ongoing issue: whether a 2019 arrest of George Floyd can be

discussed at trial.

Judge Peter Cahill also needs to decide whether to allow a prosecution expert witness, Dr.

Sarah Vinson, to weigh in on George Floyd's behavior during the moments leading up to his

death in May 2020.

Cahill said before arguments began that so far, "it would appear to me that the expert testimony

of Dr. Vinson would be admissible on 'fairly narrow' issues" such as whether Floyd's emotional

response on May 25 was consistent with claustrophobia, anxiety or a panic attack.

Judge Cahill said regarding the 2019 arrest of George Floyd, he stands by his previous ruling

that Floyd's emotional state in 2019 and the statements he made at that time are not relevant

because "his intention's not at issue here." He had ruled that the defense can't use those things

to describe a "modus operandi" when Floyd is arrested.

Whether his emotional response was feigned or genuine doesn't really matter, the judge said,

because the question is whether the officers dealt appropriately with what was in front of them.

"The emotions, his response, his statements, whether he was crying or not, are not really

relevant," Cahill said of the 2019 arrest.

RELATED: Judge allows public viewing of previous George Floyd arrest video

Prosecutor Jerry Blackwell argued on Thursday that Dr. Vinson, a forensic psychiatrist, should

be able to offer an interpretation of Floyd's behaviors during the 2020 arrest.

"The behaviors don't speak for themselves necessarily," Blackwell said. 

· Mar 18, 2021Lou Raguse @LouRaguse

Replying to @LouRaguse

Cahill says he will rule in this issue tomorrow morning. Another big 
ruling coming Friday.  

10 minute break then first juror of the day will come in.

Lou Raguse
@LouRaguse

The first juror being questioned knows about the settlement, 
the amount and her friends shared thoughts about it.  

She says it moved her somewhat.  

When it first happened, she was constantly listening. Drawn 
to the side of the prosecution. That's where she still stands.
9�17 AM · Mar 18, 2021
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He said the prosecution is concerned with how the defense will interpret them. Blackwell

believes the defense will interpret George Floyd's behaviors as "resisting arrest" and

"fabricating" trouble breathing.

"Does the noncompliance mean he's resisting arrest?" Blackwell asked. "Or does it mean he's

not capable of getting in the car because he's suffering from anxiety?"

Blackwell argued that if the prosecution can't offer a rebuttal, then the defense shouldn't be

allowed to say that the behavior was drug addiction or resisting arrest.

"Either both sides can, or neither side can," Blackwell said.

Cahill said he's already considering allowing the 2019 arrest in on a "limited" basis. He said he

believes that the fact that Floyd was ingesting drugs and that a paramedic indicated he was in

danger of hypertension may be relevant.

However, Cahill reasoned that if the prosecution wants to have an expert assert that Floyd's

responses are genuine, he may need to also allow the defense to admit evidence that they

believe shows the opposite.

"If you put in this evidence, they are entitled to rebut it," Cahill said.

Blackwell told the judge that Dr. Vinson is intended to be a rebuttal witness. He said if the

defense doesn't make those assertions that Floyd was faking claustrophobia or a panic attack,

then they would not need to use Vinson in that role.

· Mar 18, 2021Lou Raguse @LouRaguse

Replying to @LouRaguse

Cahill adds though -- that if he rules Floyd's emotional state in the 
2019 case is not relevant for this trial, then perhaps his emotional 
state on the night he died is not relevant either. 

That appears to be what we are now hearing arguments about.

Lou Raguse
@LouRaguse

Jerry Blackwell is arguing for the state. He says behavior 
cannot be completely judged without emotional state. When 
he was refusing to get in the police car, was it because he 
was incapable of doing so -- because of 
claustrophobia/panic attack?
8�45 AM · Mar 18, 2021
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Replying to @LouRaguse

Cahill asks Blackwell -- if he allows Vinson to testify that panic attacks 
have these results -- then doesn't he have to allow the defense to talk 
about similar things?

Lou Raguse
@LouRaguse

Blackwell specifies they are using Dr. Vinson to rebut the 
defense's assertions that Floyd was faking claustrophobia and 
panic attack. And if the defense doesn't do that, then the state 
wouldn't use Dr. Vinson in that role.
8�56 AM · Mar 18, 2021
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Chauvin's defense attorney Eric Nelson said he agrees with the judge that either both come in,

or neither come in. He said that interpreting the evidence is part of what he does as a defense

attorney.

"That's my job as a lawyer is to draw inferences from that evidence," Nelson said. "This is the

entire nature of the adversarial system. Here's the evidence, this is how the state interprets the

evidence. This is how the defense interprets the evidence. Jury, you decide."

Nelson acknowledged that the state can bring in evidence to offer a different viewpoint on

Floyd's behavior - if the defense can interpret it from their own perspective.

Cahill said he will "take this under advisement" and rule on the 2019 arrest, Dr. Vinson's

testimony, the request for a continuance and the request for a change of venue on Friday.

RELATED: Minneapolis City Council approves record $27M civil settlement in George Floyd's

death

On Monday, Derek Chauvin's defense lawyer Eric Nelson expressed concerns that the $27

million settlement, the largest in city history, would affect the impartiality of the already-seated

jurors. 

Judge Cahill agreed, though he said he didn't sense any "evil intent" from the timing of the

settlement announcement. The judge asked the jurors if they'd seen news about the settlement

and whether or not it would impact their ability to be fair.

Two of the jurors who had been seated, a white man and a Hispanic man, said they could no

longer view the trial impartially. Judge Cahill dismissed them. The number of seated jurors for

the trial of the former Minneapolis police officer dropped from nine, including the two seated

after the settlement's announcement, to seven. 

The questioning of potential jurors continued on Wednesday morning, and by the time court

adjourned on Wednesday afternoon, two replacement jurors had been found and the number

of seated jurors rose once again to nine. Five more jurors are needed before opening

statements in the trial begin in earnest on March 29. 

The jurors seated so far are two white men, two white women, two multiracial women and three

Black men.

When pretrial hearings resume on Thursday morning, the prosecution and defense will argue

what information, if any, should be allowed in the trial regarding a Minneapolis arrest of George

Floyd from 2019. 

The judge has said that on Friday he will announce a decision on moving the trial to another

venue outside Hennepin County, and whether or not he feels the trial should begin at the

scheduled time at the end of March. 

RELATED: 2 seated jurors dismissed, 2 more added Wednesday for Chauvin trial

RELATED: Legal experts say it's unlikely Chauvin trial will be delayed or moved
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GALLERY: The Trial of Derek Chauvin
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Credit: AP

In this image taken from video, defense attorney Eric Nelson, left, and defendant, former Minneapolis

police officer Derek Chauvin, right, listen to Hennepin County Judge Peter Cahill during pretrial motions,

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7GpsX0VzqT8

